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Mid-IR Supercontinuum Noise Reduction Using a Short
Piece of Normal Dispersion Fiber - A General Mechanism

Rasmus Eilkœr Hansen,* Callum Robertson Smith, Asbjørn Moltke,
Christian Rosenberg Petersen, Sidharthan Raghuraman, Seongwoo Yoo, and Ole Bang*

Mid-infrared (IR) supercontinuum (SC) lasers are important in applications
such as pollution detection, stand-off detection, and non-destructive testing.
The performance in many applications is limited by the noise level of the
supercontinuum laser. High noise typically results in low sensitivities or a
need for long integration times. In this paper, a simple technique to reduce
the noise of high noise soliton-based SC sources is introduced by adding a
short piece of normal dispersion fiber to force the spectrally distributed
solitons to spectrally broaden through self-phase modulation and thereby
overlap to average out the noise. The noise reduction is demonstrated
experimentally and numerically using a ZBLAN fiber based mid-IR SC source
and adding a short piece of highly nonlinear arsenic-sulfide fiber. However,
the method is generally applicable to any soliton-based near-IR or mid-IR SC
source. Its efficiency is underlined by experimentally comparing it to SC
generation in fibers in which a second zero-dispersion wavelength provides
the spectral alignment noise reduction mechanism.
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1. Introduction

In the past decade, supercontinuum
(SC) sources have become widely avail-
able, and found their way into many
branches of analytical science and
industry. Some of the most important ap-
plications include chemical sensing and
imaging,[1] confocal and two-photon
microscopy,[2,3] spectrally resolved
photoacoustic imaging,[4] stand-off
detection,[5] scanning near-field optical
microscopy,[6] and spectrometer based
optical coherence tomography (OCT).[7]

However, the performance of these
techniques is limited by the severe pulse-
to-pulse fluctuations present in most
SC sources. This is because traditional
(such as 99% of commercial sources)
SC sources use long pump pulses and
are therefore based on modulational

instability (MI), red-shifting solitons and soliton collisions, and
the generation of optical rogue waves in the red edge of the
spectrum.[8,9] These sources suffer from high relative intensity
noise (RIN) due to the MI being generated from quantum noise
and due to the highly phase and amplitude dependent soliton
collisions. The high pulse-to-pulse noise of such MI and soli-
ton based SC sources can be compensated by using high rep-
etition rates to average out the noise, where the current state-
of-the-art is 320 MHz.[10] Another approach is to reduce the
noise on a pulse-to-pulse level. Some approaches to this include
spectral alignment of solitons at a second zero dispersion wave-
length (ZDW), either in the uniform fiber that generates the SC
(see Figure 4) or introduced by fiber undertapering,[11] spectral
alignment through gain-bands in active fibers,[12] and seeding of
MI,[13] although seeding of MI is not efficient at high pump peak
power.[14] These techniques offer only limited reduction of the
noise (generally below a factor 4). The most efficient approach
to generating low noise SC is pumping all normal dispersion
(ANDi) fibers with fs laser pulses.[15,16] An ANDi SC laser can
achieve noise levels an order of magnitude lower than conven-
tional SC lasers.[17]

Unfortunately, fs lasers are comparatively expensive and do not
typically provide the Watt level average powers required in many
SC applications.[18] In particular, in the mid-infrared (mid-IR),
the fs fiber laser technology is not somature. AlthoughMHzfiber
lasers with 66 fs pulses have been achieved at 2 𝜇m (Tm:SiO2),

[19]

with 79 fs in a commercially available source at 2 𝜇m,[20] andwith
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Table 1. Fiber parameters.D is the fiber diameter, NA is the numerical aper-
ture, and n2 is the nonlinear refractive index that we use in the numerical
simulations..

Fiber D [𝜇m] NA n2 × 1020 [m2 W−1] Manufacturer

Tm/Ge:Si 12 0.28 6.0 In-house

ZBLAN A 7.5 0.26 2.1 FiberLabs Inc

ZBLAN B 6.5 0.265 2.1 FiberLabs Inc

As-S 8 0.25 420 Art photonics GmbH

180 fs at 2.8 𝜇m (Ho:ZBLAN),[21] there has not been much work
published on mid-IR normal dispersion SC generation due to
the lack of suitable fibers.[22–24] The dominating SC technology
in both the near-IR and mid-IR is still MI-based and thus using
long pulse and high average power pump lasers. Therefore, it is
important to develop simple and efficient ways of achieving noise
reduction of soliton-based SC sources.
In this paper we introduce a simple technique to reduce the

noise of any soliton-based SC source—both near-IR and mid-IR:
Adding a short piece of normal dispersion fiber at the output
to force the spectrally distributed solitons to spectrally broaden
through self-phase modulation (SPM) and optical wave breaking
(OWB) and thereby overlap to average out the noise. We demon-
strate this noise reduction method both experimentally and nu-
merically by adding a short piece of highly nonlinear arsenic-
sulfide (As-S) fiber to a ZBLAN fiber based mid-IR SC source.
We base the demonstration on a mid-IR SC because it is

an emerging technology that can cover part of the molecu-
lar fingerprint region and therefore has enormous potential in
broadband spectroscopy for e.g. pollution detection[25] and food
quality monitoring,[26] non-destructive testing of highly scatter-
ing materials,[27] stand-off detection,[5] all optical biopsy,[28] and
bioimaging.[29] To underline the efficiency of the noise reduction
mechanism we experimentally compare it to the noise reduction
gained from spectral alignment at a second ZDW. We show that
using the short piece of normal dispersion fiber can efficiently re-
duce noise over a broader bandwidth than using a second ZDW.

2. SC Source and Fiber Cascade

We consider two similar mid-IR SC sources based on SC cas-
cading from a 1550 nm pump laser. The custom-built pump
laser (Connet laser Technology, Ltd.) generates an in-amplifier
SC spanning from 1500–2200 nm with a pulse duration of about
0.5 ns and 3 MHz pulse repetition rate. The spectrum is fur-
ther broadened by splicing on a 30 cm Tm/Ge doped silica fiber.
The Tm/Ge doped silica fiber has a core/cladding diameter of
12∕125 𝜇m and a dopant concentration of 0.15/20 wt% for Tm
and Ge, respectively. The fiber was fabricated at Nanyang Tech-
nological University using an optimized chemical vapor deposi-
tion method.[30] The only difference between the two sources is
the core diameter of the ZBLAN fiber used after the Tm/Ge fiber.
The parameters of the different fibers in the cascade are listed

in Table 1, along with their manufacturer. The difference in
core size of the two ZBLAN fibers (denoted ZBLAN fiber A and
ZBLAN fiber B) leads to significantly different dispersion prop-
erties, as shown in Figure 1. Also shown is the dispersion of the

Figure 1. Dispersion profiles of ZBLAN fiber A (dashed black), ZBLAN
fiber B (solid black), and the As-S fiber (solid red). The dispersion of
ZBLAN fiber B is a measurement, while the dispersion of ZBLAN fiber A
and the As-S fiber are calculated.

highly nonlinear As-S fiber. The reduced core size of ZBLANfiber
B compared to ZBLAN fiber A leads to a second ZDW at 3.55 𝜇m
due to increased waveguide dispersion. The second ZDW stops
the solitons from red-shifting further and spectrally aligns them
in a wavelength region below but close to the ZDW, at which they
generate and transfer energy to dispersive waves (DWs) across
the ZDW, which are correspondingly spectrally aligned. A de-
tailed comparison of the nonlinear dynamics in both cases of
dispersion properties in the ZBLAN fiber is given in ref. [31]. In
both cases the output of the ZBLAN fiber is coupled into a step
index As-S fiber. Our calculations show that the ZDW of the As-S
fiber is at 6.17 𝜇m, which means the entire spectrum out of both
ZBLAN fibers, spanning at most up to 4.5 𝜇m, is coupled into
normal dispersion. We will show that the spectrally distributed
and temporally localized solitons at the long wavelength edge of
ZBLANfiber A in this way can be spectrally aligned through SPM
and OWB, which will efficiently reduce the noise. In contrast, the
temporally delocalized DWs in ZBLANfiber B undergo no signif-
icant nonlinear dynamics in the As-S fiber and therefore experi-
ence no significant noise reduction.

3. Experimental Section

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 2. The SC from
the Tm/Ge fiber was free-space coupled into a ZBLAN fiber
using a reflective collimator, and an anti-reflection (AR) coated
(1.8–3 𝜇m) aspheric lens with 15 and 6 mm focal length, respec-
tively. For the ZBLAN fiber there are two options, as detailed
in the figure. ZBLAN fiber A has single ZDW at 1.56 𝜇m, and
a length of 2.8 m, while ZBLAN fiber B has a second ZDW at
3.55 𝜇m and a length of 1.05 m. In both options the output of
the ZBLAN fiber was either coupled to a 0.72 m highly nonlinear
As-S fiber, or directly into a monochromator. To measure the
power spectral density (PSD) and the noise of the SC out of the
ZBLAN fibers, the As-S fiber was not there. Coupling to the As-S
fiber was achieved using a 1:1 telescope based on two 3–5 𝜇m
AR coated aspheric lenses with 6 mm focal length, and coupling
to the monochromator was done with a fiber-coupled reflective
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Figure 2. The experimental setup. The supercontinuum cascade is initiated by a pulsed Connet Laser module, and a Tm/Ge doped silica fiber. The
remaining cascade either consists of ZBLAN fiber A or ZBLAN fiber B, followed by the As-S fiber. A Czerny–Turner type monochromator spectrally filters
the light, that is subsequently measured by a photodiode, to measure the noise or a spectrometer to measure the center wavelength and spectral width
at each setting on the monochromator.

collimator and a 100 mm focal length gold coated 90 degree
off-axis parabolic mirror.
The monocromator was of Czerny–Turner design (Horiba

iHR320). The center wavelength was controlled by rotating a
diffraction grating, while the bandwidth was controlled by the
exit slit size. The output of themonochromator was coupled to an
InF3 patch cable, which was either directed at a photodiode (PD)
or launched into an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) (Instrument
Systems, Spectro320 covering 0.2–5𝜇m).
The noise measurements were performed by recording a train

of pulses using the fast PD and oscilloscope, as described in
ref. [32]. In the following the experimental procedure is gone
through, as well as the specific considerations that have been
done to produce reliable noise measurements in the mid-IR.

3.1. Pulse Length and Photodiode Response Time

The noise measurements were performed with a 100 MHz MCT
photodetector spanning 2–10 𝜇m (PDAVJ10, Thorlabs, Inc.). The
voltage signal from the photodiode was recorded on a 40 Gs s−1

oscilloscope (HDO9404, Teledyne Lecroy). Themeasured voltage
on the photodiode operated in the linear response regime is given
by

VDiode-Linear(t) ∝ ∫
∞

−∞
PD(t − t′)PPulse(t

′)dt′ (1)

where PD(t) is the photodiode response, and PPulse is the power
of the spectrally filtered optical SC pulse out of the monochroma-
tor. If the duration of PPulse is much shorter than the photodiode
response time, the pulse can be considered to be a delta-function

PPulse(t
′) = EP𝛿(t

′), where EP is the pulse energy. Using this ap-
proximation the measured voltage is

VDiode-Linear(t) ∝ EPPD(t) (2)

To use Equation (2) it must be confirmed that the spectrally fil-
tered pulse duration can indeed be considered a delta function
compared to the response time of the photodiode. As the pump
pulses in the setup were ≈ 0.5 ns long, and the rise time of the
photodiode was approximately 0.35

100 MHz
= 3.5 ns, it was not di-

rectly evident that the pump pulses were much shorter than the
photodiode response even after spectral filtering. The validity of
the assumption was instead confirmed by measuring the shape
of the photodiode response with a pulsed 2 𝜇m laser that has a
pulse duration of 1.9 ps (AP-TM-ML01, AdValue Photonics). As
the pulses from this laser weremuch shorter than the rise time of
the photodiode, this was considered to be a direct measurement
of PD(t). In Section S3, Supporting Information, it is shown that
Vdiode-Linear(t) in the noise measurements had the same shape as
PD(t). Therefore, it can be argued that Equation (2) holds for the
measurement of the longer SC pulses.

3.2. Photodiode Response

It was important to measure the response of the photodiode and
know when it was linear and how to correct for its nonlinearity.
The response was measured using the ps pulse duration 2 𝜇m
AdValue laser, by increasing the output power of the laser until
saturation was reached on the photodiode. The laser light was
split using a glass wedge. The photodiode response was mea-
sured in the weak reflected beam, while the average power in
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Figure 3. The measured mean peak voltage out of the photodiode as a
function of the pulse energy. The response was measured with the 1.9 ps
pulse duration 2 𝜇m AdValue laser. In the inset we show the ratio of a fifth
order polynomial fit to the linear fit. This scaling function S(VDiode) is used
to compensate for the nonlinearity of the photodiode response.

the transmitted beam, which was proportional to the pulse en-
ergy, wasmeasured using a power sensor (S148C, Thorlabs, Inc.).
An oscilloscope was used to measure the mean peak voltage out
of the photodiode (averaged over 100 pulses) which is shown in
Figure 3 as a function of pulse energy. Ideally, the noise measure-
ments were carried out within the linear response region (up to
≈ 7 mV) of the photodiode.[32] However, due to a combination
of electronic noise in the photodiode (see Section S2, Support-
ing Information), the high laser noise, the long-tailed pulse-to-
pulse distributions of the SC pulses, and the narrow linear re-
sponse regime of the photodiode, this was not possible. Having
measured the full nonlinear photodiode response, a correction of
Equation (2) can be applied, such that the nonlinearity was taken
into account. This was done by introducing a scaling function
S(VDiode), such that Equation (2) is replaced by

S(VDiode)VDiode ∝ EPPD(t) (3)

where VDiode = VDiode(t). The scaling function S(VDiode) is shown
in the inset of Figure 3, and it is given by the ratio of the fifth order
polynomial fit to the linear fit. The linear fit only used the data up
to 6.6 mV. Without the scaling function the measured RIN will
be severely underestimated, for instance the RIN at 3 𝜇m was
measured to be 27% at the output of ZBLAN fiber A without the
scaling and 35% with the scaling. In Section S6, Supporting In-
formation, a full comparison of the RIN is shown out of ZBLAN
fiber A with and without scaling the measured voltage. In all the
following figures this scaling had been applied.

3.3. Varying the Measured Power

As the SC spectra have a PSD that varies by more than an order
of magnitude across the measured spectral range, a way of ad-
justing the incident power on the photodiode was needed. The
signal was attenuated by expanding the beam size incident on
the photodiode by tuning the distance between the patch cable

and photodiode. This was donewhilemaintaining the alignment,
such that the center of the beam hits the center of the photodi-
ode. In Section S1, Supporting Information, it is shown that the
measured RIN values are dependent on the average voltage read-
out, such that a higher voltage read-out (shorter distance between
patch cable and photodiode) gave a higher measured value of the
RIN. However, the change in the measured RIN when chang-
ing the average voltage read-out from 6 to 7 mV was of a similar
magnitude as the variations between consecutive measurements
at a constant voltage read-out (less than 0.3% in absolute values).
Therefore, the distance between the patch cable and the photodi-
ode was tuned, such that the average voltage read-out was always
in the range 6–7 mV.
Each data point in the presented RIN curves was gathered in

three steps:

1) Change the center wavelength on the monocromator.
2) Average 100 single pulse sweeps on the oscilloscope and en-

sure that the peak is in the 6–7 mV range by adjusting the
distance between patch cable and photodiode.

3) Record a time trace containing 3000 pulses.

After obtaining a complete RIN curve, the patch cable was cou-
pled into the OSA, where the filtered spectra were measured at
the same monochromator settings as used in the RIN measure-
ments. The peak wavelength in these spectra was used as the
reported wavelength values while the full width half maximum
(FWHM) gives the bandwidth of the measurements. The band-
width across almost all measurements was 19 nm. However, for
part of the spectrum the signal from the As-S fiber after ZBLAN
fiber B was too low to measure, so instead a 38 nm bandwidth
had to be used. The peak value was reported as the spectral in-
tensity in normalized counts in Figure 4.

3.4. Data Analysis

Calculating the RIN curves from the obtained time traces was
done in a few steps. The maximum of the pulse and the mean
of the background noise floor were calculated for each pulse
(VDiode(t)). The peak value was defined as the maximum minus
the floor. It was found that a universal background for an entire
time trace could not be used, as there were background drifts on
a longer time scale than the pulse separation. This gives an ar-
ray of peak values in volts, corresponding to pulse energies on an
unknown scale according to Equation (3). The peak values were
scaled according to the scaling curve S(Vdiode) shown in Figure 3,
to compensate for the nonlinearity of the photodiode response.
From the set of peak values the RIN is calculated as

RIN =
𝜎Peak voltage

𝜇Peak voltage
(4)

where 𝜎 and 𝜇 are the standard deviation and mean, respectively.

4. Results

Themeasured PSD and RIN spectra are shown in Figure 4. Look-
ing at the spectra we see the anticipated difference between the
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Figure 4. Measured PSD spectra in normalized counts and RIN spectral
profiles. The left column shows option A, while the right column shows
option B. In all cases, the black curve corresponds to the ZBLAN fiber out-
put, while the red curves correspond to the As-S fiber output. For the dip
in the spectrum out of the As-S fiber around 3.5 𝜇m the bandwidth was
38 nm (indicated by crosses), while it was 19 nm in all other cases (indi-
cated by dots). In option B we measured the RIN using both bandwidths
in the range 4100–4500 nm to highlight the influence of the bandwidth
on the measured RIN. The vertical dashed line in Option B indicates the
second ZDW in ZBLAN fiber B, and the horizontal dashed lines indicate
the lowest measured RIN of 17.8%. The double arrow shows the difference
between the lowest RIN obtained from the two ZBLAN fibers.

spectral broadening in ZBLAN fibers A and B. In both cases a
large number of solitons is generated through MI.[8] Because of
the smaller core diameter, the slightly higher NA, and the smaller
and decreasing dispersion, the Raman redshift of the solitons is
muchmore efficient in ZBLAN fiber B and already after less than
half the length of ZBLAN fiber A, the spectrum has broadened to
the loss edge. This was also demonstrated in ref. [31]. In ZBLAN
fiber A we know that the whole red edge consists of solitons,
whereas the second ZDW at 3.55 𝜇m of ZBLAN fiber B makes
the solitons stop before but close to 3.55 𝜇m and very efficiently
generate DWs above 3.55 𝜇m. This gives a dip in the spectrum
around 3.55 𝜇m as seen in Figure 4c. The PSD spectrum is not
shifted significantly in the As-S fiber in either case, because of its
low NA and relatively large core diameter, but this was also not
the intention, the intention was to demonstrate its capability of
lowering the RIN.
The dynamics in ZBLAN fiber A leads to high RIN in the red

edge above 2.7 𝜇mdue to solitons and roguewaves[9] (black curve
in Figure 4b). The RIN in ZBLAN fiber B is much lower due to
soliton and DW spectral averaging, as demonstrated in ref. [11],
which is also clearly seen by comparing Figures 4b,d. At 2.8 𝜇m
the RIN is 4.7% lower in ZBLAN fiber B. The RIN out of ZBLAN
fiber B becomes high in between the soliton related dip around
2.8 𝜇m and the DW related dip around 4.2 𝜇m simply because
there is a lack of power.

Figure 5. Histograms showing the distribution of peak voltages, corre-
sponding to spectrally filtered pulse energies. The insets show the tail of
the known L-shape in which the high energy rogue waves appear as rare
events.

When now looking at the red curves in Figure 4b–d of the RIN
out of the As-S fiber, we see that the RIN is significantly low-
ered above 2.7 𝜇m in ZBLAN fiber A with the soliton red edge,
whereas it is only very slightly lowered in ZBLAN fiber B because
its red edge above 2.8 𝜇m already consists of spectrally aligned
solitons and DWs that cannot be aligned much more. In con-
trast, the solitons in the red edge of ZBLAN fiber A are randomly
scattered spectrally and alsomuchmore temporally scattered due
to the higher purely anomalous dispersion. This effect will be
demonstrated numerically in the following section.
The RIN reduction by the As-S fiber is as much as 13% for

ZBLAN fiber A, from about 36% to 23%. In Figure 5 we show
a comparison between four distributions of measured peak volt-
ages, which corresponds to pulse energies according to Equation
(3). At 3510 nm the noise reduction is very efficient in option
A, which is shown by a significant squeeze in the pulse energy
distribution. For option B the RIN is close to 40% at 3510 nm
out of both fibers, which is seen by a broad distribution left al-
most unchanged. In option A, 3910 nm is at the edge of the
spectrum, which is also apparent in the histograms, that show
a distribution with a very long tail toward high pulse energies.
This L-shaped distribution at the edge of a SC spectrum is well-
known to be a signature of rogue waves.[9] For option B, it is once
again observed that the pulse energy distribution does not change
much between the output of ZBLAN fiber B and the As-S fiber.
In other words, no reduction in RIN can be achieved by spectral
alignment, because the solitons and DWs are already spectrally
aligned when coming out of ZBLAN fiber B.

4.1. Numerical Results

In the following we support our experimental conclusions with
numerical modeling and provide further insight into the soliton
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and DW spectral alignment effect. All SC simulations have been
carried out with the generalized nonlinear Schrödinger equa-
tion solver described in ref. [33]. Since our aim is to demon-
strate the qualitative effect, we consider a scalar model with only
the fundamental mode. The model includes the full dispersion
curve, such that no Taylor expansion of 𝛽2 was necessary. Fur-
thermore, mode profile dispersion (frequency dependence of the
effective area) as described in ref. [34] was included. The ZBLAN
and As-S loss curves are from measurements of fibers of the
same material. All fiber parameters used in the simulations, in-
cluding how/where they have been obtained, are given in Sec-
tion S4, Supporting Information. A temporal resolution of 1.5 fs,
and 219 grid points was used in all simulations. All presented re-
sults are an average of 50 simulations with one-photon-per-mode
quantumnoise, and 1%RIN of the pump laser.[35] Themodel was
implemented in C and parallelized in the stepper usingOpenMP.
The computations were performed on a high performance clus-
ter using 300 computing cores. A running average with a band-
width of 19 nm was applied to the PSD before finding the stan-
dard deviation and mean, such that the filter bandwidth matches
the experiment.
To numerically demonstrate the effect of noise reduction we

first need the SC that is pumping the ZBLAN fibers. A repre-
sentative soliton-based SC with a red edge around the experi-
mentally observed 2.6 𝜇m is sufficient for a qualitative demon-
stration. We generate this representative spectrum using a 2.5
m long SMF-28 fiber with an increased nonlinear refractive in-
dex of n2 = 6 × 1020 m2 W−1. The SMF-28 fiber is pumped with
25 ps (FWHM in intensity), 15 kW peak power pulses (Gaus-
sian shaped) from a 1550 nm laser, with the repetition rate of
the real pump laser (3 MHz) this corresponds to 1.06 W aver-
age power. For the ZBLAN SC generation we used a 10 m long
ZBLAN fiber A and a 2 m long ZBLAN fiber B. These lengths
were chosen to reproduce the experimentally observed IR edge
in ZBLAN fiber A and the strength of the DW peak in ZBLAN
fiber B. The simulated length of the As-S fiber was 20 cm be-
cause this was sufficient to see the full noise reduction. A cou-
pling efficiency of 40% was assumed between the ZBLAN fibers
and the As-S fiber. The numerical results, corresponding to the
experimental results in Figure 4 are shown in Figure 6. Quali-
tatively, there is good agreement in that there is extreme noise
reduction in option A, while the noise reduction is limited in op-
tion B. In the spectra, many of the features match those from
the experimental measurements, including the presence of the
second ZDW in option B that creates DWs, and a dip in the spec-
trum close to the ZDW at 3.55 𝜇m. The short propagation in the
As-S fiber is seen to have no influence on the DWs at 4.2–4.3 𝜇m
as these are not temporally localized. In option A the spectrum
out of the ZBLAN fiber extends almost to 4 𝜇m, as is the case in
the experiments. However, there are also a few discrepancies. In
themeasured ZBLAN spectrum in option A there is a dip around
2700 nm, which is ameasurement artifact from one of the optical
density filters in our OSA. In the experimental spectra in option
B there are also two dips in the spectra at 4200–4300 nm. These
dips are due to CO2 absorption in the free space beam paths
of the experimental setup. The spectral broadening in the As-S
fiber in option A is muchmore efficient than in the experiments,
therefore the noise reduction is also more significant in the
simulations.

Figure 6. Simulated PSD spectra and RIN profiles. The left column shows
option A, while the right column shows option B. In all cases a black curve
is the RIN out of a ZBLAN fiber, while the red curves are out of the As-S
fiber. The dashed line in Option B indicates the second ZDW in the ZBLAN
fiber.

The simulations confirm the experimentally observed signifi-
cant noise reduction in the soliton rich case (option A), while the
noise reduction in option B is very limited. In fact, the extreme
noise reduction in the simulations is encouraging for further op-
timization of the SC cascade. Better correspondence between ex-
periments and simulations could be achieved by changing some
of the simulated fiber parameters, such as the nonlinear refrac-
tive index, which is not known with certainty. The primary limi-
tations of the simulations is that the exact dispersion of all fibers
have not been measured, and that the simulations do not con-
sider the active Er and Tm/Ge doped silica fibers. However, ex-
act correspondence between simulations and measured results
is not the purpose of the simulations. Instead, the purpose is to
illustrate the origin of the noise reduction, as shown in the spec-
trogram series in Figure 7.
In the left column of Figure 7, a single shot of the pulse prop-

agation in the As-S fiber when pumped by ZBLAN fiber A is
shown. The input consists mainly of temporally and spectrally
distributed pulses. After just 10 cm of propagation, the pulses
have spectrally broadened such that there is a significant spec-
tral overlap between individual pulses. The broadening happens
independently for each pulse, and in ref. [33] we demonstrated
through simulations that the broadening is due to SPMandOWB
of each pulse. In that work we also showed how one can gener-
ate so-called SPM rogue waves whenmany of the SPM and OWB
broadened pulses are sufficiently close together spectrally (within
the Raman gain bandwidth) to allow one pulse to swallow the
energy of all the others. The subsequent 10 cm of propagation
shows no significant broadening. This suggests that the noise re-
duction happens almost immediately, and that the length of the
As-S fiber could be chosen as short as a few tens of cm, or what

Laser Photonics Rev. 2023, 17, 2200776 2200776 (6 of 8) © 2023 The Authors. Laser & Photonics Reviews published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 7. Spectrogram series of the dynamics in the As-S fiber when the input comes from ZBLAN fiber A (left column) and ZBLAN fiber B (right
column). All spectrograms are made with a window width of 0.5 ps, and the color scales are normalized to the maximum of each spectrogram. The
dashed lines indicate the ZDWs in the corresponding ZBLAN fibers.

can practically be handled. In the right column, the propagation
in the As-S fiber when pumped by ZBLAN fiber B is shown. As
ZBLANfiber B ismuch shorter thanZBLANfiber A (2 m vs 10 m
in the simulations), and because the magnitude of the disper-
sion is lower, the light is more temporally localized. The input
spectrum shows the remnants of a lot of spectrally aligned soli-
tons, that have each generated a DW across the ZDW. Each DW
remains relatively unaffected by propagating in the As-S fiber,
which again confirms the experimental observation that the noise
is not lowered significantly, simply because the solitons and DWs
are already spectrally aligned.
We have focused on the RIN which, for spectrometer based

applications, is the most useful noise measure. However, the
phase coherence is often reported in the literature along with the
RIN.[16,18,36] Coherence is a measure of phase stability from pulse
to pulse. Our simulations show that the significant reduction in
RIN does not lead to an improvement in coherence. The coher-
ence was calculated using the definition given in ref. [37], omit-
ting the integral over frequency to maintain a spectrally depen-
dent measure. For a full analysis of the simulated spectral and
RIN evolution in all fibers, see Section S5, Supporting Informa-
tion.

5. Conclusion

There are three parts to the findings of this paper. One is of a
general nature: We have experimentally and numerically shown
that the noisy output of an MI and soliton based SC laser can be
greatly reduced through spectral alignment from SPM and OWB
by coupling the light into a short piece of fiber with normal dis-
persion.
The second finding is specifically related to noise in cascaded

mid-IR SC generation. We have shown both experimentally and
numerically how coupling a soliton based SC into normal dis-
persion in a highly nonlinear As-S fiber leads to significant

noise reduction. Numerical simulations confirm that this is due
to rapid spectral broadening of each soliton through SPM and
OWB, which leads to spectral alignment. In a broadwindow from
2700 nm to 3500 nm the RIN is reduced from ≈36% to ≈ 23%.
This is a significant reduction that would for example directly im-
pact the image quality in OCT, resulting in clearer features and
reduced speckle.[38] The simulations suggest that more efficient
spectral broadening in the As-S fiber would lead to an even more
significant noise reduction.
Finally, for the first time we experimentally and numerically

compared the performance of two methods of achieving noise
reduction: A) Using soliton spectral alignment by adding a piece
of normal dispersion fiber and B) by generating the SC in a fiber
with a second ZDW. This has revealed that using a section of
normal dispersion fiber (ZBLANfiber A+As-S fiber) is generally
more efficient than using a second ZDW (ZBLAN fiber B). This
is because of the broad spectral region around the second ZDW
having a very lowPSD and therefore highRIN. In a narrow region
close to but sufficiently far from the second ZDW method (B)
gives lower noise than method (A). We further show that method
(B) cannot be used to significantly reduce the noise achieved with
method (A).

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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